High-energy phosphates in the frontal lobe correlate with Wisconsin Card Sort Test performance in controls, not in schizophrenics: a 31phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopic and neuropsychological investigation.
In recent years, a number of 31phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (P-MRS) studies on the frontal lobe of schizophrenics have been performed, reporting alterations of phospholipids and high-energy phosphates. Deicken et al. (1994b) recently found positive correlations between left frontal phosphomonoester% (PME%) levels and the performance of a specific frontal lobe task, the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), in schizophrenics. In the present paper, the correlations between phospholipids and high-energy phosphates in the frontal lobe of 26 schizophrenics and 23 controls measured with a volume-selective P-MRS method were investigated. Overall, we could not find any correlations between WCST results and phospholipid levels, but in controls phosphocreatine% (PCr%) and PCr/adenenosine triphosphate (ATP) ratios were negatively correlated with test performance. Since PCr behaves as a buffer of ATP, in the sense that when ATP is consumed by neuronal activity PCr is catalysed rapidly to ATP, increased PCr% values and, moreover, increased PCr/ATP ratios point to a decreased ATP consumption. Thus, the correlations found between PCr% and PCr/ATP and test performance in controls point to an association between reduced performance in a specific frontal lobe task and decreased energy demanding processes at rest. This association was not found in schizophrenics, possibly due to the influence of neuroleptic medication or the disease process per se.